Educational, Research and Training Curricula at the University of Utah
Nuclear Engineering Program

The presentation will introduce main aspects of the fast growing Nuclear Engineering Program at the University of Utah. From 2009, the Program has established itself nationally and internationally with proven styles for successful highly diversified yet fundamental research, education and training. With handful faculty, 44 graduate students and over 50 undergraduate students, all involved in research, over $5 mil dollars funding in research and fellowships, the only one nuclear forensics graduate program track in country, and disclosed inventions in many areas of research and development, the Program has been found to be unique in its stature for continuous growth. The talk will introduce a research that spans from reactor modeling and advanced visualizations, nuclear forensics, use of neutron activation analysis in designing new nuclear engineering materials and miniature devices for space explorations, and will highlight a safety culture and training toward successful response to unexpected disasters. We are the only one university nuclear reactor research facility that mirrors a rigor of nuclear power plant operation and includes all students in such training. This approach is proving to be one of a kind and it provides a rich foundation in preparation of our students for nuclear jobs.
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